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Highlights

	•Hip fractures impact a patient's everyday life, and rehabilitation often emphasizes the physical and medical aspects.

	•Patients need physiological and psychosocial aspects prioritised in rehabilitation.

	•Health education empowers patients and contributes to rehabilitation.

	•Empowering older adults improves their quality of life and maintains independence.

	•An empowerment-oriented hip fracture intervention may be a solution.




Abstract
Background
It is essential to focus on how older adults remain active and regain control of their daily lives after hip fractures. ‘Rehabilitation of Life’ is an empowerment-orientated hip fracture intervention focused on continuous rehabilitation and care between sectors in Denmark. We aimed to understand and explore older adults' experience participating in the intervention ‘Rehabilitation of Life’ and how this relates to their sense of empowerment.

Method
Qualitative data were generated from 16 semi-structured interviews with patients experiencing a hip fracture and subsequent rehabilitation in the program “Rehabilitation of Life’ The data was analysed using Graneheim and Lundman's concept-guided qualitative content analysis method.

Results
The analysis revealed five themes that the participants emphasised as vital to their rehabilitation: getting information and care when hospitalised, early visits from healthcare professionals after returning to their homes, the social aspect of training together with others, rehabilitation provision by skilled and empathic staff, and acceptance of a new me. The five themes indicated that adults aged >65 years generally experienced rehabilitation after hip fractures as motivating and reassuring.

Conclusion
Social support and peer programs can significantly improve the rehabilitation of older adults with hip fractures. The Rehabilitation of Life intervention has shown that promoting successful rehabilitation requires patient-centred strategies that encourage collaboration between different sectors. To increase patients' empowerment and engagement in their health journey, it is important to consider changes in patients' behaviour, increase their autonomy and ensure their independence after rehabilitation.
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